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A numerical study of the instabilities of Stokes waves on finite depth has been carried out using an
efficient fully nonlinear methodfD. Clamond and J. Grue, “A fast method for fully nonlinear
water-wave computations,” J. Fluid Mech.447, 337 s2001dg. First, attention is given to five-wave
instabilities withk0h=Os1d, k0 being the wavenumber andh the depth. Both instabilities leading to
breaking and instabilities leading to recurrence are studied, yielding considerably different patterns
than on infinite depth. Higher-order instabilities are exemplified, for the first time, by simulations of
six- and seven-wave instabilities. Simulations of interactions between four- and five-wave
instabilities show that a classical modulational instability can destabilize a three-dimensional
perturbation causing crescent waves to appear, in accordance with the hypothesis offM.-Y. Su and
A. W. Green, “Coupled two- and three-dimensional instabilities of surface gravity waves,” Phys.
Fluids 27, 2595s1984dg. Also, a recurrent five-wave instability can boost the energy in a four-wave
instability. © 2005 American Institute of Physics. fDOI: 10.1063/1.1920351g

I. INTRODUCTION

Crescent formed patterns are observed on longcrested
waves moving along the surface of the ocean. Such patterns
are studied experimentally in laboratories in the form of
three-dimensional patterns developing on regular Stokes
waves.1–3 The experiments, which have been made on deep
water with high Stokes wave steepnesses, typically show the
growth of crescent or horseshoe patterns until breaking oc-
curs. The observed patterns have a longitudinal periodicity
that is a multiple of the length of the carrier wave, where a
factor of two corresponds to the most frequently observed
patternscalledL2 pattern by Su1d. Collard and Caulliez4 re-
ported a new pattern which they called an oscillating horse-
shoe pattern. The peaks oscillated back and forth transver-
sally, but were longitudinally alignedsi.e.,L1 patternd. For all
these experiments, it is accepted that the crescent formed
patterns are triggered by the class II five-wave instability5–7

of Stokes waves. This instability dominates over class I four-
wave instabilities for high Stokes wave steepnesses.

Numerical simulations of crescent wave patterns were
first made by Stiassnie and Shemer,8 using the conservative
Zakharov equation. Shrira, Badulin, and Kharif9 argued that
in order to be valid, a mathematical model has to reproduce
the forward-oriented wave fronts which are seen in nature.
For this purpose, small nonconservative effects resembling
weak wind and weak breaking were added to the otherwise
conservative mathematical model based on the Zakharov
equation. Shrira, Badulin, and Kharif9 noted that the simu-
lated patterns exhibit best resemblance with observed pat-
terns when the phase between the Stokes wave train and the
perturbation is −p /2, and this corresponds to a stable equi-
librium in their model. In contrast, a conservative modeling
lets this phase rotate through all possible values during a
cycle of growth and decay of the perturbations, causing the
orientation of the crescents to change during the cycle. The
model by Shrira, Badulin, and Kharif9 is also discussed by

Dias and Kharif10 and Craig.11 Annenkov and Shrira12,13also
used the Zakharov equation with small nonconservative ef-
fects for numerical simulations, but with almost 100 simul-
taneous perturbations added to the Stokes wave.

Recent, fully nonlinear computations based on conserva-
tive modeling have been performed.14–16They simulate how
inception of class II instability leads to three-dimensional,
horseshoe-like structures of finite, large amplitudes. The
three-dimensional patterns are usually simulated up to a level
where physical breaking of the waves takes place. Fuhrman,
Madsen, and Bingham15 and Fructus, Kharif, Francius, Kris-
tiansen, Clamond, and Grue16 simulated both the classical
horseshoe pattern and the oscillatory ones.

The focus of the present study is to employ a fully non-
linear simulation model to investigate horseshoe patterns on
finite water depth. More specifically, the parameterk0h is of
order unity. The model we usessee Sec. IId is the same as
Fructus, Kharif, Francius, Kristiansen, Clamond, and Grue16

used, but they gave only a few preliminary results on finite
depth. Apart from these, we know of no other simulations of
horseshoe patterns on finite depth. It is, however, important
to make such simulations since it is known7,17 that the five-
wave sand higher-orderd instabilities dominate in a large
range of the possible steepnesses in water of finite depth. An
important difference from infinite water depth is that for
k0h=1 there exists a region of steepnessess0.10,ak0

,0.13d where class II is dominating class I and is not lead-
ing to breaking. In this region we shall find that the conser-
vative theory leads to a recurrence cycle with a long period
ssee Sec. III of the paperd.

The patterns look significantly different onk0h=1 com-
pared tok0h=`. For example, the slopes on the leading and
trailing sides of the peaks are nearly equal whenk0h=1. The
recurrence cycle also looks different on finite depth, since the
crests do not flatten out and the peaks do not change trans-
verse position during the cycle. We also report simulations of
oscillating horseshoe patterns.
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In Sec. IV of the paper, we provide fully nonlinear simu-
lations of six- and seven-wave instabilities. It is, to our
knowledge, the first time such higher-order instabilities are
numerically simulated. This is especially interesting since
Kharif and Francius17 found that these interactions dominate
for sufficiently high steepnesses on small depths. It is ex-
plained why the pattern resulting from a six-wave instability
on finite depth looks rather like anL1 horseshoe pattern pro-
duced by a five-wave instability on infinite depth. However,
the finite-depth property of nearly equal slopes on the lead-
ing and trailing sides of the peaks, which was found for
five-wave instabilities, applies also for higher-order instabili-
ties.

In Sec. V we discuss combinations of instabilities of
different order, focusing on their nonlinear interactions. It is
shown that a modulational instability may, by increasing the
local steepness, destabilize a three-dimensionals3Dd pertur-
bation, so that horseshoe patterns appear. This is in accor-
dance with the hypothesis of Su and Green.18 Finally, in Sec.
VI, we sum up the main results.

II. THE MODEL

We base the current study on simulations made with an
efficient fully nonlinear model. The mathematical model is
described by Clamond and Grue19 and Grue20 and the nu-
merical implementation is described by Fructus, Clamond,
Grue, and Kristiansen.21 Here, we will only briefly outline
some characteristics of the method. It is a pseudospectral
method which can be seen as a hybrid between an expansion
and a boundary integral method. The method has very good
stability and accuracy characteristics. Simulations are contin-
ued up to a point shortly before physical breaking, where
numerical blowup occurs. A test of accuracy and conver-
gence is provided in Appendix B.

The horizontal coordinates arex schosen here to be in
the direction of the Stokes wave propagationd andy, and the
vertical coordinate isz, pointing upward from the mean sur-
face elevation. The kinematic and dynamic surface boundary
conditions are written in terms of the surface elevation
hsx,y,td, the surface potential f̃sx,y,td
;ffx,y,hsx,y,td ,tg, and V;fn

Î1+u¹hu2, where fn de-
notes the normal velocity of the free surface and¹= i] /]x
+ j] /]y the horizontal gradient. Green’s theorem is applied to
find V as a function ofh and f̃.

The integral equation resulting from Green’s theorem is
inverted using Fourier transforms. The kernels of the inte-
grals are partially expanded around the mean surface eleva-
tion. In this way, the leading orders are computed very effi-
ciently and globally in the wave field with fast Fourier
transformssFFTsd. The remainders of the integrals are then
evaluated via quadrature. These are strongly truncated be-
cause the kernels are decaying very rapidly in space. This
makes the method much more efficient than traditional
boundary integral methods. The equation for the Fourier
transform ofV is given in Appendix A. Using the analytical
expression forV, the prognostic equations forh and f̃ are
stepped forward in time.

The formulation is partially implicit inV,19 so an itera-
tive solution procedure is applied on the implicit terms. So
formally, to be fully nonlinear, the method would need to
have an infinite number of iterations. However, one iteration
is often enough, making the method explicit. Most of the
simulations reported here have been performed with one it-
eration, and this is normally sufficient to give a very good
accuracyssee Appendix Bd.

The resolution which we have found to be sufficient for
this kind of problem is 48 points per wavelength in the lon-
gitudinal direction of the Stokes wavesexcept for the seven-
wave interaction presented in Fig. 12 where 64 points per
wavelength are usedd. Thirty-two points are used per cres-
cent wave in the transverse direction. The remainder inte-
grals are usually computed on a domainf−lS/2 ,lS/2g
3f−lc/4 ,lc/4g, wherelS is the wavelength of the Stokes
wave andlc is the width of a crescent wave, i.e., the trans-
verse wavelength of the perturbation.

The unperturbed Stokes waves of steepnessak0 on water
depth k0h are computed using a method developed by
Fenton.22 It has been tested that these unperturbed Stokes
wave solutions preserve their shape, phase, and energy very
well in our model. Perturbations are added in the initial con-
dition in order to look at the instabilities of the finite-depth
Stokes wave. The perturbations with wavenumberskx andky

have the following form:

h8 = ea sinskxxdcosskyyd, s1d

f̃8 = − ea cosskxxdcosskyyd
coshfksh + hdg

sinhskhd
Î tanhskhd

k
,

s2d

wheree!1 andk=Îkx
2+ky

2, wherekx=s1+pdk0 andky=qk0,
k0 being the wavenumber of the carrier wave. This is just a
linear wave solution in thex direction multiplied by a cosine
transverse variation. This is the finite-depth version of the
perturbation used by Xue, Xü, Liu, and Yue.14

Some figures in this paperfFigs. 5sad, 7sad, 14, and 16g
show the temporal evolution of the Fourier amplitudes of
perturbations, normalized with the initial amplitude of the
primary component of the Stokes wave. These show the am-
plitudes of the components with one sign ofky, say positive.
But there will also be an equally strong component with the
opposite sign ofky. WhenkyÞ0, the perturbation with am-
plitudeea will have two components with opposite sign ofky

and with amplitudeea/2. Therefore, the initial value in these
figures with normalized Fourier amplitudes will bee /2.

III. FIVE-WAVE INSTABILITIES ON FINITE
DEPTH

McLean, Ma, Martin, Saffman, and Yuen5 and
McLean6,7 divided instabilities of Stokes waves into two
classes based on their linear resonance conditions:

Class I:k1 + k2 = Nk0; v1 + v2 = Nv0, N ù 2 even,

s3d
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Class II:k1 + k2 = Nk0; v1 + v2 = Nv0, N ù 3 odd,

s4d

wherek1 and k2 are the perturbation wavenumbers andv1

and v2 are their angular frequencies, whilek0 is the wave-
number of the carrier wave andv0 its angular frequency.N
=3 corresponds to five-wave resonances.

Unstable perturbations of Stokes waves of sufficiently
large steepness lead to breaking, whereas perturbations on
those with sufficiently small steepness lead to recurrence. In
the intermediate interval of steepnesses, we observe, as ex-
pected, that the fate of the perturbation varies within the
instability band, i.e., depends onkx andky. We can define a
critical steepnessak0,crit below which the fastest growing in-
stability will be recurrent and above which it will break. This
ak0,crit will depend on the depth. Fructus, Kharif, Francius,
Kristiansen, Clamond, and Grue16 reportedak0,critsk0h=`d

.0.17 andak0,critsk0h=1d.0.13. Figure 1 illustrates this
critical steepness atk0h=1 andk0h=` together with the dis-
tinction between class I and class II dominances at the same
depths. Atk0h=1, class II dominates in a large range of
steepness, and recurrence is possible within this range.

The case of growth until breaking will be discussed in
Sec. III A, recurrence in Sec. III B, and oscillating patterns
will be discussed in Sec. III C.

A. Instabilities leading to breaking

Our method does not simulate physical breaking, but
when a perturbation grows and approaches the point where
breaking occurs, the upper part of the spectrum is lifted.
Close to the point of physical breakingssee Appendix Bd, the
spectrum is lifted so much that numerical noise appears, and
we stop our simulations.

A pronounced change in the pattern occurs ask0h is
decreased from infinity toOs1d. To compare patterns at dif-
ferent depths, we compute steadysphase- lockedd perturba-
tions giving L2 patterns. These are shown in Fig. 2. In the
simulations, the steepness is 50% of the maximum steepness
for a Stokes wave at a given depth. We will point out three
important differences in the wave pattern atk0h=1 compared
to k0h=`.

First, an important characteristic of the horseshoe pattern
on deep water is the front-back asymmetry. For example, the
front slopes of the tall waves are steeper than their rear
slopes.2,1,9 On k0h=1, there is still front-back asymmetry
since the pattern is not symmetric about the carrier wave
crest, but the slopes on the front and rear sides of the peaks
are nearly equally steep. This is shown in Fig. 3 which gives
hsxd and ]h /]x in a longitudinal cross section for both
depths.

Secondly, our simulations show that the Fourier ampli-
tude of the perturbation is usually allowed to grow larger for
finite depth than for infinite depth before wave breaking oc-
curs. For example, it is roughly 50% larger in Fig. 2sad than
in Fig. 2sbd. The Fourier amplitude of the perturbation deter-

FIG. 1. Threshold steepnesses between class I and class II predominances
and between class II recurrence and breaking.

FIG. 2. Crescent waves on finite and infinite depths.sad k0h=1, ak0=0.16s=half the critical steepnessd shortly before breakingst=46.5 Td. The instability at
skx,kyd=s1.5,0.92dk0 is triggered withe=0.05. sbd k0h=`, ak0=0.22 s=half the critical steepnessd shortly before breakingst=56.5 Td. The instability at
skx,kyd=s1.5,1.49dk0 is triggered withe=0.05.
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mines the ratio between the elevations at the peaks and de-
pressions on the carrier wave crest. Therefore, the peaks are
taller relative to the depressions on the carrier wave crest in
Fig. 2sad than in Fig. 2sbd.

Thirdly, the region on the trailing side of the carrier
wave crest is different onk0h=1 compared tok0h=`. For
k0h=1, it is a smooth, almost conical, shape between each
peakfsee Fig. 2sadg. The curvature of this shape is such that
the convex side is looking opposite to the direction of propa-
gation. When the vertical scale is magnified, this appears as
the dominating curvature in the pattern. Onk0h=`, the re-
gion on the trailing side of the carrier wave crest is wedge
shaped between each peakfsee Fig. 2sbdg. This adds defini-
tion to the overall crescent shape, which has its convex side
looking in the direction of propagation.

To help understanding the patterns, we make sketches
like the ones in Fig. 4 showing the carrier and perturbation
wave crests. The crossings of the perturbation wave crests
with positive and negativeky are marked with open circles,
and we call these points perturbation peaks. The largest
peaks in the total wave pattern are located between each
carrier wave crest and the closest perturbation peaks. These
primary peaks are marked with filled circles. The difference
in the region on the trailing side of the carrier wave crest
swedge shape or smooth, conicald is partially due to the angle
u in Fig. 4, given by tanu=lx/ly=ky/kx=q/ s1+pd. This
angle is smaller for finite depth, since the instability bands
are then lower down in the McLean diagrams, corresponding

to lower q slarger transverse wavelengthd. With such a
smaller angle, a smooth, conical region can be formed,
whereas for a larger angle, a sharper wedge can be formed.
The small angle is exemplified in Figs. 2sad and 4sad su
=32°d, while the large angle is exemplified in Figs. 2sbd and
4sbd su=45°d. However, the higher harmonics of the carrier
and perturbation waves also play an important, but more
complicated, role in the patterns.

On infinite depth, our simulations show that the peaks
sometimes start to flatten out or split in two, like in the
middle of a recurrence cyclessee Sec. III Bd, before breaking
occurs. We often see this for perturbations in the upper part
of the instability band on infinite depth. However, we have
not seen this behavior fork0h=1. This is not surprising since
the recurrence cycle is different onk0h=` andk0h=1, as we
will see in the following section.

B. Instabilities leading to recurrence

Based on analytical analysis, a wave field composed of a
Stokes wave and the two most unstable class II disturbances
has been found to undergo “a kind of Fermi–Pasta–Ulam
recurrence,”23 like class I may do. We found that the recur-
rence cycle is qualitatively different on finite depth than on
infinite depth. To be able to point out the differences, we first
look at the recurrence cycle on infinite depth, which has been
studied before.8,9,12,16Figure 5 shows the cycle of the Fourier
amplitude of the perturbation and the relative phase between
the carrier and the perturbationsF=3a−2b, where −a and
−b are the phases of the carrier wave and perturbation,
respectively.9,12d. The development of the Fourier amplitude
and sinsFd closely resembles what was found, e.g., by An-
nenkov and Shrira.12 Figure 6 shows the surface elevation at
different times. At the beginning, a regular horseshoe pattern
developsfsee Fig. 6sbdg. The relative phaseF is such that
each carrier wave crest is just slightly behind a row of per-
turbation peakssas in Fig. 4d. At the point in the cycle where
the perturbation has grown to its largest,F passes through
−p, which means that each carrier wave crest is in the
middle between two rows of perturbation peaks. At this
point, the total wave field has flat zigzagging crests, as seen
in Fig. 6scd. In the decaying part of the cycle,F has rotated
into a value corresponding to each carrier wave crest lying

FIG. 3. sad hsxd in a longitudinal cross section in the center of Figs. 2sad and 2sbd. sbd ]h /]x in a longitudinal cross section in the center of Figs. 2sad and 2sbd.

FIG. 4. Schematic drawing of the steadyL2 pattern for five-wave interac-
tions, corresponding to Figs. 2sad and 2sbd. The straight thick lines are
carrier wave crests and the thin lines are perturbation wave crestsswith
positive and negativekyd. Primary peaks are shown with filled circles, per-
turbation peaks with smaller, open circles. The bold curves are caricatures of
the regions on the trailing side of the carrier wave crest.sad Small
us=32°d and sbd largeus=45°d.
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just in front of a row of perturbation peaks. This yields in-
verted horseshoe patterns, as depicted in Fig. 6sdd. A slightly
perturbed Stokes wave is then regainedfsee Fig. 6sedg before
a new cycle starts.

Figures 7 and 8 show the development in Fourier and
physical space for a recurrence cycle on finite depthsk0h
=1d. The development of the Fourier amplitude and sinsFd is
qualitatively the same as on infinite depth, butF has a dif-
ferent behavior, increasing its value with 2p for each cycle
rather than oscillating. This gives rise to a different recur-
rence cycle in the physical space. Figure 8sbd shows a regu-
lar finite-depth patternfRef. Fig. 2sadg growing up. In the
middle of the cycle, however,F=0, so that each carrier
wave crest is on top of a row of perturbation peaks. This
yields a total wave field with large primary peaks, and bifur-
cated crests between themfsee Fig. 8scdg. In the decaying
part of the cycle, each carrier wave crest is just in front of a
row of perturbation peaks, yielding an inverted horseshoe
pattern fsee Fig. 8sddg. At the end of the cycle, a slightly
perturbed Stokes wave is regainedfsee Fig. 8sedg, but F
=p at this point, rather than −p as it was initially. In contrast
with the infinite-depth case, the primary peaks maintained
their transverse position throughout the cycle. Each cycle
will, however, have a transverse shift of these peakssof half
a crescent widthd relative to the previous. On infinite depth,
in contrast, each cycle is equal.

There are a couple of comments to be made, which ap-
plies to both finite and infinite depths. First, there is a for-
ward phase shift in the Stokes wave for each recurrence
cycle sabout one-third of the Stokes wavelength in these ex-
amplesd. This is because, when the perturbations have grown

large, the entire phase-locked system has a larger celerity
than the Stokes wave. This may be due to amplitude disper-
sion.

Secondly, the horseshoe patterns are not oriented the
same way throughout the cycle, and this caused Shrira,
Badulin, and Kharif9 to suggest that nonconservative effects
were important to keep the orientation of the horseshoes as
they are experimentally observed. However, it is important to
remember that the time scales for recurrence are very long,
in the order of hundreds of fundamental periods, which is
more than what is usually observed in experiments. There-
fore, the patterns are usually observed in the growing phase
of a recurrence cycle, where the convex side is in the direc-
tion of the propagation for infinite depth. Also, Fructus,
Kharif, Francius, Kristiansen, Clamond, and Grue16 and the
results presented here show that recurrence only occurs be-
low some threshold steepness of the initial Stokes wave.
There may, however, be some quasirecurrent behavior after
wave breaking, but this is not possible to simulate with our
method.

Xue, Xü, Liu, and Yue14 and Fuhrman, Madsen, and
Bingham15 found that horseshoe patterns could appear with-
out dissipation, and contradicted Shrira, Badulin, and
Kharif.9 However, one should note that Shrira, Badulin, and
Kharif9 never disputed that the patterns could appear without
dissipation in the growing phase, but included dissipation in
order to avoid the reversed patterns which are not observed.
We claim that this lack of observation simply is due to the
length scales of recurrence cycles, therefore making dissipa-
tion unnecessary as long as physical breaking does not occur.

FIG. 5. Temporal evolution of Fourier amplitude and phase during a recurrence cycle on infinite depth.ak0=0.15. The instability atskx,kyd=s1.5,1.605dk0 is
triggered withe=0.05.sad Time dependency of normalized Fourier amplitude of the perturbation.sbd sinfFstdg. See text for definition ofF. scd Fstd.
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C. Oscillating horseshoe patterns

As for infinite depth, the pattern is steady only for the
phase-locked perturbation whereskx,kyd=s1.5, ±qdk0. We
have so far been focusing on this particular perturbation,
since the highest growth rate is found for this case and since
the pattern is steady and simple. OtherwiseskxÞ1.5k0d, the
peaks oscillate when we follow one carrier wave crest. That
is, the peaks appear and disappear, and the transverse posi-
tion is shifted back and forth for each appearance. For ex-
ample, the longitudinal periodicity of the pattern isnl0 sLn

patternd when the perturbation isskx,kyd=fs1+nd /n, ±qgk0

and fs2n−1d /n, 7qgk0. An oscillating horseshoe pattern

arising from the special nonsteady perturbationskx,kyd
=s1, ±qdk0 and s2,7qdk0 is of periodicity L1 and was ob-
served by Collard and Caulliez.4

Oscillating horseshoe patterns are easily simulated on
finite depth, too. Figure 9sad shows an oscillatingL1 horse-
shoe pattern shortly before breaking fork0h=1 and ak0

=0.16. The pattern is rounded in the region on the trailing
side of the depressions on the carrier wave crests. This is
different from the infinite-depth oscillating horseshoe pattern
fFig. 9sbdg, and it is the same difference as we saw for the
steady pattern. Also, the Fourier amplitude of the unstable
modes are higher in Fig. 9sad sk0h=1d than in Fig. 9sbd

FIG. 6. Temporal evolution of the surface elevation during a recurrence cycle on infinite depth. Parameters as in Fig. 5.sad t=0, sbd t=220 T, scd t
=282 T, sdd t=344 T, andsed t=564 T.
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sk0h=`d. This is the same tendency as we saw for the steady
pattern. However, the Fourier amplitudes are not going as
high before breaking for the oscillating pattern as for the
steady pattern, since there are now four unstable modes
fs1,qdk0, s2,qdk0, s1,−qdk0, and s2,−qdk0g instead of two
fs1.5,qdk0 and s1.5,−qdk0g. Again, the slopes on the front
and rear sides of the peaks are nearly equally steep onk0h
=1. Longitudinal profiles across the peaks are given in Fig.
10sad and across the lowest part of the crests in Fig. 10sbd.
We have not succeeded in simulating a purely periodic re-
currence cycle of oscillating horseshoe patterns.

The mechanism which selected the oscillatory perturba-
tion in the experiments of Collard and Caulliez,4 and not the
steady perturbation which has a higher growth rate, was re-
ported as enigmatic. Fuhrman, Madsen, and Bingham15 as-
sumed that the transverse wavenumbers in a tank are limited
to the discrete possibilities corresponding to standing waves.
If one of these transverse wavenumbers crosses a class II
instability band aroundp=0 and p=1, but is outside the
instability band forp=0.5, an oscillating horseshoe pattern
will develop. Fructus, Kharif, Francius, Kristiansen, Clam-
ond, and Grue16 gave a similar explanation, where they con-
sidered the possible triggering of those instabilities by para-
metric resonance.

IV. HIGHER-ORDER INSTABILITIES ON FINITE DEPTH

With our numerical method it is easy to simulate insta-
bilities of higher order than five-wave instabilities. This is an
advantage in comparison with methods based on the Za-
kharov equation, since its kernel for six-wavesand higherd

interactions is not computed and would be extremely com-
plicated. An example of a steady pattern resulting from a
simulation of a six-wave instability is provided in Fig. 11
fk0h=1, ak0=0.20, andskx,kyd=s2,2.12dk0g.

The most conspicuous difference from a steady pattern
produced by a five-wave instability is that the primary peaks
in Fig. 11 are aligned. It is easy to explain why the steady
pattern resulting from a six-wave interaction isL1. A steady
pattern can be defined as a pattern where the primary peaks
follow the Stokes wave crest without changing their trans-
verse positionsexcept in recurrenced. A simple geometrical
argument shows that this is fulfilled forv /v0=kx/k0 for each
of the two perturbationsspositive and negativekyd, each hav-
ing the same angular frequencyv and longitudinal wave-
numberkx. The resonance conditions for this steady pattern
are 2kx=Nk0 and 2v=Nv0. The first can be writtenl0

=N/2lx, wherelx is the longitudinal wavelength of the per-
turbations. For class I,N is an even number, andN/2 is an
integer, so the periodicity of the wave pattern isl0, which
can be calledL1 using Su’s notation. For class II,N/2 is not
an integer, butN is, so 2l0=nlx, and we have anL2 pattern.
Thus, a steady class I pattern isL1 and a steady class II
pattern isL2.

It is therefore natural to compare the pattern in Fig. 11
with theL1 oscillating horseshoe patterns in Fig. 9. Figure 11
most closely resembles Fig. 9sbd, i.e., the five-wave interac-
tion at infinite depth. This may seem surprising sincek0h
=1 both in Figs. 9sad and 11, but the angleu as defined in
Sec. III A is 33°, 45°, and 47°, respectively, in Figs. 9sad,
9sbd, and 11. This is in agreement with the discussion in Sec.

FIG. 7. Temporal evolution of Fourier amplitude and phase during a recurrence cycle on finite depth.k0h=1, ak0=0.11. The instability atskx,kyd
=s1.5,0.98dk0 is triggered withe=0.05.sad Time dependency of normalized Fourier amplitude of the perturbation.sbd sinfFstdg. See text for definition ofF.
scd Fstd.
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III A that u is an important parameter in characterizing the
patterns. However, the difference between the slopes on the
front and rear sides of the peaks is small for the finite-depth
six-wave interaction. This is the same property as was found
for patterns resulting from five-wave interactions on finite
depth, in contrast with on infinite depth.

We find it useful to make schematic drawings of the
steady patterns resulting from six- and seven-wave interac-
tions in the same way as we did for five-wave interactions.
This is provided in Figs. 12sad and 12sbd. Figures 12scd and
12sdd show the surface elevations of six- and seven-wave
instabilities, respectively.k0h=0.5 and ak0=0.12 in both

simulations. The fastest growing instability for this depth and
steepness is a six-wave interaction.17 It can easily be seen
how the peaks and troughs of the computed wave field cor-
responds to the schematic drawings.

The higher the order of the resonance, the smaller is the
longitudinal distance between two consecutive rows of per-
turbation peaks relative to the carrier wavelengthsi.e.,
lx/l0=2/N decreases asN increasesd. Therefore, the longi-
tudinal extent of the main crests in the pattern becomes
smaller relative to the carrier wavelength when the order of
the instability is increased. It is noteworthy that when the
depth is decreased and steepness increased, the Stokes wave

FIG. 8. Temporal evolution of the surface elevation during a recurrence cycle on finite depth. Parameters as in Fig. 7sad t=0, sbd t=156 T,scd t=194 T,sdd
t=232 T, andsed t=388 T.
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itself becomes more ‘cnoidal,’ with narrow peaks and long
troughs, and the order of the dominating instability increases.
Therefore, the dominating instability “fits” with the Stokes
wave profile at the given depth and steepness.

V. COMBINATIONS OF INSTABILITIES OF DIFFERENT
ORDER

A. Su and Green’s trigger mechanism

Su and Green18 suggested that two-dimensional class I
modulations can trigger class II instabilities. More specifi-
cally, the modulation of a Stokes wave with weak or moder-
ate steepness causes sufficiently steep waves in a part of each
group to trigger class II instabilities. They based this on ex-
perimental observations on deep water. Their suggestion may
seem reasonable, since, for weakly nonlinear periodic waves,
the steepness is the parameter governing the relative
strengths of class I and II instabilities, with higher steep-
nesses increasing the relative strength of class II.6,7

We believe that one way of achieving this trigger mecha-
nism is by choosing a 3D perturbation just below the class II
instability band, so that this perturbation alone will be stable.
But with a two-dimensionals2Dd modulation of the wave
train, the steepness will locally be increased. The class II
instability band will normally be lowered and widened when
the steepness is increased. Therefore, we can expect that the
3D perturbation, which initially was just below the instability
band, will after some time be included in the band and hence
destabilized.

A simulation is made to verify the possibility of this
trigger mechanism.k0h is set to 1.5 andak0=0.20. A 3D
perturbation just below the class II instability band was ex-
cited alone and with a 2D modulation. Figure 13 shows the
wave field after 80 periods in both cases. The horseshoe
patterns are visible only when a 2D modulation was present,
as expected. This clearly shows an example where a class I
instability triggers a class II instability.

FIG. 9. Oscillating horseshoe patterns on finite and infinite depths.sad k0h=1, ak0=0.16s=half the critical steepnessd shortly before breakingst=53.5 Td. The
instability at skx,kyd=s1.00,0.97dk0 is triggered withe=0.05. A convergence test for this particular case is provided in Appendix B.sbd k0h=`, ak0=0.22
s=half the critical steepnessd shortly before breakingst=67.5 Td. The instability atskx,kyd=s1.00,1.48dk0 is triggered withe=0.05.

FIG. 10. sad hsxd in a longitudinal cross section in the center of Figs. 9sad and 9sbd. sbd hsxd in a longitudinal cross section at 1/4 of the transverse width of
Figs. 9sad and 9sbd.
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A few comments are necessary. The effect will be easiest
to observe when each crest spends a long time in the steep
part of a group, giving sufficient time for a class II instability
to grow on it. This favors long groupssseen experimentally
in Ref. 24d, but also shallow depths, since the phase and
group velocities then approach each other. However, for
k0h,1.36, the class I instability region has detached from
the p axis. Therefore, we chosek0h=1.5. A large steepness
will also make the effect more easily observable, since the
class II instability will then grow up quickly, which is why
we choseak0=0.20. The perturbation was put atskx,kyd
=s1.3,1.17dk0 which is just below the lower limit of the in-
stability band, which is atky=1.20k0 for this kx.

It can be argued that the effect which we tested is a
far-fetched one since it relied on a choice of the 3D pertur-
bation just below the class II instability band. However, in a
channel experiment, only transverse wavenumbers corre-
sponding to standing waves across the width of the tank are
allowed, at least for long-time development. Therefore, it is
possible to have an experimental situation where the class II
instability band initially lies between two harmonics of the
tank width. A 2D modulation may then cause horseshoe pat-
terns to develop.

Fructus, Kharif, Francius, Kristiansen, Clamond, and
Grue16 simulated a different effect. They had a 3D perturba-
tion which was unstable also without the presence of a class
I perturbation. However, a recurrent class I perturbation, in
its decaying phase, boosted the growth of the class II insta-
bility, ultimately leading to breaking. This may be a candi-
date for an explanation of the observations of Su and Green.
Their simulation was made on infinite depth withak0=0.13.

There has been skepticism to Su and Green’s suggested
trigger mechanism in the literature. Stiassnie and Shemer,8

having made simulations using the Zakharov equation, said
that their results contradict the hypothesis of the trigger
mechanism. They said this because their results indicated
that whenever the initial level of class I disturbances is sub-
stantially higher than that of class II, class I wave compo-
nents seem to suppress the 3Dsclass IId components. In our
view, their results do not exclude the possibility of the trigger
mechanism, but merely state that the opposite may also be

FIG. 11. Six-wave instability withk0h=1, ak0=0.20 att=35.5 T. The insta-
bility at skx,kyd=s2,2.12dk0 is triggered withe=0.05.

FIG. 12. Six- and seven-wave interactions.sad Schematic drawing of the steady pattern resulting from a six-wave interaction. See Fig. 4 and text for
explanation.sbd Schematic drawing of the steady pattern resulting from a seven-wave interaction.scd Surface elevation after 24 periods withk0h=0.5, ak0

=0.12. The six-wave instability atskx,kyd=s2,1.24dk0 is triggered withe=0.05. sdd Surface elevation after 28 periods withk0h=0.5, ak0=0.12. The seven-
wave instability atskx,kyd=s2.5,2.12dk0 is triggered withe=0.05.
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the case, i.e., class I suppressing class II. Stiassnie and
Shemer also mentioned that one can see from most of their
results that significant class II activity initially appears to
accompany high levels of class I disturbances. Annenkov and
Shrira12,13 agreed, also based on simulation with the Za-
kharov equation, with Stiassnie and Shemer in not support-
ing the trigger mechanism of Su and Green. They also argued
analytically that with intense Benjamin–Feir oscillations, the
averaged phase of the class II satellites is removed from its
optimal value.

We cannot conclude definitely about the explanation of
Su and Green’s specific experimental observations, but we
have seen in numerical simulations that a class I instability
may indeed trigger a class II instability.

B. Other interactions between class I and class II

We shall here look at interactions between class I four-
wave instabilities and class II five-wave instabilities until
breaking occurs. On finite depth, class II generally has
growth rates larger or roughly as large as class I. When the
class II perturbation is in the regime where it leads to break-
ing on its own, its growth rate is usually considerably larger
than the growth rate of class I perturbations. In those cases,
interactions between the two classes are not so interesting
since only little time is available for the relatively slow
growth of class I before breaking occurs due to class II.
Interactions are more interesting for smaller steepnesses
when the class II perturbation is in the regime where it leads
to recurrence on its own. Then class I has more time to grow
and interact with class II.

Figure 14 shows the results from a simulation in this
regime. Figure 14sad shows the development of the class II
perturbation when it is the only excited perturbation, and Fig.
14sbd shows the development of the class I perturbation
when it is the only excited perturbation. Figure 14scd shows
the development when both class I and II perturbations are
excited. It is clear that when the initially dominating class II
perturbation is decaying, it is giving away energy to the class

I perturbation, thus boosting the latter. After some 160 peri-
ods, class I is completely dominating, and in the end, the
combination of the perturbations leads to breaking.

The infinite-depth counterpart of this was simulated by
Fructus, Kharif, Francius, Kristiansen, Clamond, and Grue.16

As mentioned above, they reported that on infinite depth, a
recurrent class I perturbation may in its decaying phase boost
a slower class II perturbation, leading to breaking. On finite
depth, classes I and II have shifted roles.

Whenever both class I and class II perturbations are
present, we have the following resonance conditions ful-
filled:

k1 + k2
* = k3 + k4

* − k0, s5d

k1
* + k2 = k3 + k4

* − k0, s6d

k1 + k2
* = k3

* + k4 − k0, s7d

k1
* + k2 = k3

* + k4 − k0, s8d

wherek0 is the carrier wave vector,k1, k1
* , k2, andk2

* are the
class I perturbation wave vectorsswhere * indicates negative
transverse wavenumberd and similarly,k3, k3

* , k4, andk4
* are

the class II perturbation wave vectors. The corresponding
resonance conditions in angular frequency are also approxi-
mately fulfilled. This makes the direct interactions between
classes I and II possible.

In the simulations reported in Fig. 14, we chose the
transverse wavenumber of the class II perturbation to be ex-
actly three times the transverse wavenumber of the class I
perturbation. Also, both the excited perturbations hadkx

=1.5. These choices were made in order to have only two
carrier wavelengths in the longitudinal direction and three
horseshoes in the transverse direction, since this enabled ef-
ficient fully nonlinear computations at a long time scale.
However, this configuration also means that other nonlinear
couplings may be possible in addition to the ones described
above. Even though some resonances are fulfilled ink space,

FIG. 13. A 3D perturbation becoming unstable because
of the presence of a 2D modulation.k0h=1.5, ak0

=0.20. sad Wave field 80 T after skx,kyd
=s1.30,1.17dk0 was triggered alone.sbd Wave field
80 T after both skx,kyd=s1.30,1.17dk0 and skx,kyd
=s1.10,0dk0 were triggered.fThe width of the compu-
tational domain is only one transverse wavelength, but
is expanded to two heressince we have periodic bound-
ary conditionsd to clarify the patterns.g
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the corresponding angular frequencies do not fulfill the reso-
nances sufficiently well for these couplings to be important.

Having seen that class II can boost class I on finite
depth, we turn our attention to the scenario of class I sup-
pressing class II. It has been reported on infinite depth that
high levels of class I could suppress class II.8,12,13,16Fructus,
Kharif, Francius, Kristiansen, Clamond, and Grue16 simu-
lated this and explained it by class I locally increasing the
steepness of the wave train, thus lowering the class II insta-
bility band. An initial class II perturbation may then fall out
of the instability band. Note that this explanation is the coun-
terpart effect of the one we discussed and demonstrated in
Sec. V A where class I destabilized a perturbation which was
initially stable. Fork0h,1.36, however, the class I instabil-
ity band has detached from thekx axis, so 2D modulations
which directly modify the local steepness do not occur, so
class I do not suppress class II.

Finally, one could suspect that class II may suppress
class I when the former is much stronger for high steepnesses
at finite depth. This is, however, not observed, since class II
does not directly affect any key parameter that governs class
I instability in the way that class I is directly affecting the
local steepness that governs the class II instability.

VI. SUMMARY OF MAIN RESULTS

We have investigated instabilities of Stokes waves at fi-
nite depth. We used a fully nonlinear, accurate, conservative
potential formulation model. Five-wave and higher-order in-
stabilities dominate on a large range of steepnesses on finite

depth, and these are the focus of our investigation. In par-
ticular, there is on finite depth a regime where five-wave
interactions dominate, and are recurrent instead of going to
breaking. This is a situation especially well suited for a con-
servative model. We also made simulations in the regime
where five-wave instabilities lead to breaking. In both re-
gimes, the patterns are considerably different fork0h=1 as
compared tok0h=`. For example, in the phase where the
perturbations are growing, the slopes on the leading and
trailing sides of the peaks are nearly equal fork0h=1. After
the growing phase, either breaking or recurrence occurs. In
the case of recurrence withk0h=1, the crests do not flatten
out and the peaks do not shift transversal position as they do
for k0h=`.

Higher-order instabilities are described, and for the first
time they are numerically simulated. They are exemplified
here by steadyL1 patterns resulting from six-wave instabili-
ties and a steadyL2 pattern resulting from a seven-wave
instability. Further, simulations show that a 2D class Isfour-
waved perturbation can destabilize a 3D perturbation so that
a class IIsfive-waved instability grows. This is in accordance
with the hypothesis of Su and Green.18 Finally, a recurrent
class II interaction may boost a class I interaction.
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FIG. 14. Class II boosting class I on
k0h=1 with ak0=0.14. sad A class II
perturbation atskx,kyd=s1.5,0.933dk0

is triggered alonese=0.05d giving a
recurrent development.sbd A class I
perturbation atskx,kyd=s1.5,0.311dk0

is triggered alonese=0.01d leading to
breaking after 250 T.scd Both pertur-
bations triggered at the same time.
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APPENDIX A: BOUNDARY INTEGRALS WITH FINITE
DEPTH

The model is described by Grue20 and in detail with
implementation by Fructus, Clamond, Grue, and
Kristiansen,21 but we give here the boundary integrals with
finite depth. We use Green’s theorem to expressV
;fn

Î1+u¹hu2 as a function ofh and f̃. Green’s theorem
can be used as follows:

E
S
S1

r
+

1

rB
D ]f8

]n8
dS8 = 2pf̃ +E

S

f̃8
]

]n
S1

r
+

1

rB
DdS8,

where f̃=f̃sx,y,td, f̃8=f̃sx8 ,y8 ,td, r2=R2+sz8−zd2, rB
2

=R2+sz8+z+2hd2, R= usx8 ,y8d−sx,ydu, andS is the free sur-
face with dS8=Î1+u¹8h8u2dx8dy8. We then introduceD
=sh8−hd /R and DB=sh8+hd /RB, whereRB

2 =R2+4h2. The
variablesD andDB are exploited to deduce the leading be-
havior of the integral equation. This is inverted analytically
by means of a Fourier transform. Integrals involved are

FhR−1j = 2pk−1e−ik·x8, x8 ; sx8,y8d,

FhRB
−1j = 2pehk

−1e−ik·x8, eh ; e−2kh,

whereF denotes the Fourier transformsee−`
` e−ik·xdxd. The

remainders are calculated with numerical integration. These
integrals have kernels which are decaying fast and can there-

fore be quickly truncated. After some algebra one obtains

FsVd = k tanhskhdFsf̃d − k tanhskhdFhhV1j

− ik ·Fhh ¹ f̃j + kChfehFfhsV − V1dg
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EquationssA1d–sA3d, sA5d, and sA7d are equal to the
single layer special case of the transient interface equations
by Grue.20 EquationssA4d, sA6d, and sA8d are results of
further expansions, and it is these versions which are imple-
mented. When the expansions are taken further, the kernels
decay faster, and the integration domain can be reduced. This
is important for the computational efficiency since the com-
putations of the remainder integrals usually are dominating.
The surface integralsfTsf̃d and NsVdg cannot be expanded
further without the convolution terms becoming unstable.
The bottom integralsfTBsf̃dg and fNBsVdg, however, prob-
ably can be expanded further, possibly until the remainder
integrals become smaller than other errors, and could be ig-
nored. This is related to the factoreh;e−2kh which appears in
the convolution terms taken out from the bottom integrals.
This factor is numerically fortunate since it acts like a low-
pass filter, allowing even the quarticsand probably higher-
orderd convolutions to be unhampered by high-frequency
noise. Also, optimization could be made by using different

integration lengths for each remainder integral. In practical
use, very fast primary simulations can be made by omitting
all remainder integrals.

APPENDIX B: TEST OF ACCURACY
AND CONVERGENCE

Tests of the method’s accuracy and convergence are
given in Ref. 21, but a couple of additional tests which are
relevant for the current work are given here. One way of
testing the accuracy of the model is to compare results from
a simulation with an analytical solution. Since we here study
the instability of Stokes waves, it is natural to test whether an
unperturbed Stokes wave is allowed to propagate with the
right celerity and without changing its shape. Figure 15sad
shows a Stokes wave atk0h=1 with ak0=0.20 att /T=0 and
1000. The phase shift is only 8.5°, proving the accuracy of
the results even after such a long-time integration of a
strongly nonlinear problem. We reversed the time after 1000

FIG. 16. sad Convergence test for the oscillating horseshoe pattern in Fig. 9sad with k0h=1, ak0=0.16. The temporal evolution of the perturbation amplitude
is plotted with different resolutions. The legend gives the number of points per longitudinal wavelength times the number of points per horseshoe in the
transverse direction.sbd Zoom-in on the results for the last part of the simulation.

FIG. 15. sad Profile of a Stokes wavefk0h=1 sl /h=6.28d, ak0=0.20sa/h=0.2dg at t=0 s2d, after 1000 periodss22d, and att=0 s1d safter backward
integration in timed. sbd Phase error as a function of time.
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periods and simulated back tot=0, almost perfectly recov-
ering the initial state. This proves that round-off errors and
errors due to the time integrator are extremely small. The
phase error as a function of time is shown in Fig. 15sbd. The
resolution and integration lengths were as usual for simula-
tions in this papers96316 points to resolve two Stokes
waves and integration domains off−lS/2 ,lS/2g
3f−lc/4 ,lc/4g, wherelc is set equal to the Stokes wave-
lengthlS since there is no perturbation hered. We used only
one iteration for implicit terms inV, thereby showing that
this is sufficient to give a very good accuracy. When the
steepness is increased to 0.268s85% of the maximal steep-
nessd, the phase shift is 10° after 100 periods with the same
computational parameters, i.e., still showing good accuracy.
Only when the steepness passes 90% of the maximal steep-
ness, a higher resolution is necessary to avoid considerable
numerical noise. Hence, we see that we can simulate up to a
point close to physical breaking before numerical blowup
occurs.

A test of convergence is made by doing a simulation of
an oscillating horseshoe pattern atk0h=1 with ak0=0.16.
Figure 16 shows the temporal evolution of the perturbation
amplitude with different resolutions. The resolution which is
used in Fig. 9sad and in simulations of other five-wave inter-
actions in this paper corresponds to 48332. We see that all
three curves are close, and that the two curves with the finest
resolution are much closer to each other than to the curve
with the coarsest resolution, hence showing excellent
convergence.
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